Kyiv and Moscow: two opposite poles of civilization
Today, people all over the world are looking for an answer to the question "Why did
Russia attack Ukraine and wage such a brutal war to destroy the whole country?" In this
article I give an answer based on the historical, social and cultural branches of the
development of the Russian people.
More than 400 years Moscow is at war with Ukraine for its colonisation. What was the
difference between these two nations in those days and what is the situation now?
The city of Kyiv is the only capital in the world in which a continuous change of
archaeological cultures for 20 thousand years has been found. Artefacts with a history of
thousands of years are found all over Ukraine. At the same time in modern Russia,
archaeologists cannot find anything ancient. Moreover, archaeological research shows
that in the territory of Muscovy the change of the Stone Age to the Bronze Age took place
2,000 years later than in the lands of modern European countries.
New historical discoveries first of all performed by Ukrainian archaeologist and
historian Dr. Yuri Shilov (Ancient History of Aratta-Ukraine (20,000 BCE – 1,000 CE),
Amazon, 2015 https://www.amazon.com/Ancient-History-Aratta-Ukraine-000-BCE/dp/1505241626)
over the past 30-20 years have shown that the first European civilisation, which started
circa 8,000 years ago, represented the culture of communal primary Aratta – the territory
between the Danube and Dnipro rivers. Aratta known as the Trypillian archaeological
culture was a developed country of pre-slavery, pre-feudal, pre-capitalist and pretotalitarian state structure. The culture of those times is still partly preserved in folk
traditions. That culture gave the origin of Sumer, Greek and many other ancient cultures.
In south part of Ukraine near the city of Melitopol is located the Stove Grave, which is the
natural remains of a volcanic geyser that burned out 15 million years ago. The caves of the
Stone Grave preserve paintings and the first inscriptions dated back 12,000 years, which
were partially deciphered by linguist Dr. A. Kifishin.

The Stone Grave (before the war unleashed by the Muscovites).
The Arattan commune culture rested on a figurative-intuitive perception of the world,
which subconsciously brought culture to an information field (i.e. the all-powerful, all-
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seeing god of the Slavic, Indian and Iranian Vedas). Aratta’s people followed natural
civilised behaviour in ‘autopilot’ mode. The community’s efforts strived for connection to
this ‘autopilot’, learning the natural harmonic behaviour of space. The laws of space
automatically lead a person through life. An important, but lost, part of the ancient Aratta
society was the practice of cultivating field sensitivity or, as we would say today,
extrasensory sensitivity. The whole community was a harmonic ensemble (one can watch
documentary in the web, which shows a general picture of the synchronization
phenomenon, ‘The Surprising Secret of Synchronization’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-_VPRCtiUg&t=0s). Everyone knew what to do and what not
to do in any case, since deviation from the rules of harmony led to disharmony for the
individual and for society as a whole. In the Arattan society everything was subordinated
to this pervasive field, they felt the field and tried to perform their actions in harmony with
it. That was a deep scientific knowledge based on their figurative and intuitive perception
of the environment. The culture of Aratta remained practically unchanged and people lived
without wars, quarrels and conflicts for over 3,000 years!! Is not that a reason to learn and
follow?
Ancient essential Arattan customs existed in Rus-Ukraine until the early 20th century,
namely the democratic system of government, the Cossack Republics, which clearly
flourished in Ukraine in the 15-18 centuries and partially lasted until 1922: an
independence of the legislative, executive and judicial authorities, the election of all
positions in direct elections with the prescribed procedure for recalling (election of the
prime minister, managers of the Cossack elders, local governments, judges, senior police
officers), and in addition the requirement of social assistance to poor people. The Cossack
Code of Liberties, or Democratic Laws written in Latin by Ukrainian Hetman Pylyp Orlyk
was brought to Western Europe in 1710.
By that year, Asian and European civilisations were characterised by secondary
cultures, such as slavery, feudalism and totalitarianism. The appropriate culture is based
on a logical-analytical world outlook, which through the means of rationalism leads culture
towards material manifestations of the real world. Such a culture is changing over to
‘manual control’, which substitutes the natural culture of ‘autopilot’.
However, from the 15th century the situation in Europe began to change dramatically.
The completion of slave and feudal eras initiated the Italian Renaissance, continued
through the German Reformation, raised the French Enlightenment and strengthened the
Anglo-American scientific and technological revolution. Europe was moving towards the
formation of capitalism, and at the same time in Ukraine there was a fully developed
democratic system with full self-government.
In 1719, the Swedes were the first to decide to take the Cossack Code of Liberties, i.e.
Philip Orlyk’s Constitution as their basic law. Ukrainian Cossack colonel Tadeusz Kosciuszko
(known as the national hero of Poland) was perhaps the most important commander in
George Washington’s liberation army, who brought the ideas of democracy to America. As
a result, in 1788 the Ukrainian constitution was adopted by the United States, two years
later it was approved by France, and so on. Those actions strongly democratised America
and Europe.
Simultaneously, Ukraine itself, being in a state of continuous resistance to the
aggressive aspirations of Poland, the Turkish Empire, and Muscovy, was eventually
conquered by the Muscovites in the end of 17th century.
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From the time of Peter I (reign 1682–1725), Muscovites began to put pressure on the
Ukrainians, gradually appropriating the entire Rus-Ukrainian history, which was completed
under Catherine II (reign 1762–1796). Namely, the Muscovites decided to brought
themselves out of the ancient Rus, who supposedly after the Tatar-Mongol invasion in the
13th century moved in their majority to the modern European territory of Russia. Until
1721, the Muscovites called themselves the Moscow kingdom. Their own names were
Muscovites, (also Moscaly, Moscavityane, Moskvichi); the name of their country was
Muscovy.

So, who are they, Muscovites? These are the Finno-Ugric tribes that left the south of
modern Malaysia circa 10,000 years ago and slowly occupied the north of Asia and also
migrated to Europe. Finns and Estonians are extreme western peoples who early separated
from the general group. Hungary is also largely a group of Finno-Ugric tribes. There are
memories of European travellers of the 16th century, who noted that the language in the
Muscovite kingdom is very similar to the language of the inhabitants of Hungary.
The names of Finno-Ugric tribes living in modern Russia are: Mordva-Moksha,
Mordva-Erzya, Meshchera, Merya, Veps, Mari, Mari-el, Chukhnya, Ostyaks, Uighurs,
Muroma, Whole, Tiva, Chud, Perm, Yam, Sucked, Komi, Samoedy (self-eating), Tungus,
Lopari and so on. These people do not learn their native languages, they can speak only
Muscovite (more known today as Russian).
In V BCE Herodotus in his Histories noted the following. In the north, beyond the
Dnipro river, in 11 days of sailing across the desert [wild forests], Androphages lived who
were a special tribe (they seem were ancestors of the modern Muscovites). Among all the
tribes, the Androphages had the wildest customs. They knew neither courts nor laws and
were nomads. They wore clothes similar to the Scythian, but they had a particular
language. That was the only tribe of cannibals in that country.
It seems at least some of the Finno-Ugric tribes should be associated with those
ancient Androphages. Note that almost all European languages from old times have
included the same word, which means to kill and murder: мордувати [morduvaty]
(Ukrainian), moderstwo (Polish), Mord (German), mörda (Swedish), mord (Norvegian),
murder (English), meurtre (French), etc. Apparently these words are related to the name
of the Mordovian tribe, i.e. Mordva.
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If Western Europe moved from feudalism to capitalism and then to democracy, and
Ukraine was almost democratic, neighbouring Muscovy all the time remained totalitarian,
in which slavery reigned. Let us read what Austrian Baron Sigismund von HerbersteinNeipperg-Güttentag, who lived among Muscovites for a long time as ambassador and
studied local customs, told about them in his 'Notes on Muscovite Affairs' (1549):
“The whole nation of Muscovites is in the worst of slavery. All together and everyone,
regardless of class, together with ministers are slaves. High nobles sign their letters to
their tsar “your slave Ivashka or Petrushka”, etc. If someone signed Ivan or Peter, he
would lose his life. The Muscovites are convinced that their whole country, with all its
wealth and all its people, is the private property of the tsar, and he has a divine right
to do whatever he wants with the estates and people. Muscovites do not have simple
moral principles. They don't want to learn from strangers, even though they behave
their best. This nation, born and raised in slavery, is enraged when the king’s
despotism weakens a little. Muscovites are submissive only if they are restrained and
under the yoke… The upper classes, although slaves themselves, treat the low classes
as slaves. Having no simple culture, Muscovites consider deception to be the greatest
wisdom. In lies, they know neither boundaries nor the slightest shame. Ordinary
human virtues are so foreign, incomprehensible to Muscovites, that they consider
meanness a high virtue… These people hate freedom, protest if it is imposed on them.
If any tsar ruled like kings in Europe, that is, if he managed state affairs without
interfering in the private and public life of his citizens, then the Muscovites would not
listen to this and would certainly kill him… Moscow soldiers of their own free will,
without orders, like to cruelly mock, torturing prisoners. In Muscovy, one can always
and everywhere for little money find false witnesses who will swear on the cross and
the Gospel in the church. Even the Turks do not have such vile lackey to the higher and
such cruel mockery of the lower, defenseless.”
In the 11th and 13th centuries, the Ruses peacefully colonised the barbaric population
of their northeast and brought civilization to the local people. From Rus, Rus-Ukrainian
Christians went to those lands as missionaries and instilled in the people there a Slavic
language, which is known now as Russian (it was originated from Old Bulgarian with the
addition of Ukrainian grammar). Modern Russian language includes also words from the
Tatar language, which was done by linguist Vladimir Dal’ who collected their first dictionary
in 1840. It is interesting to note that there was no word ‘conscience’ in the dictionary.
Since the invasion of the Tatar-Mongols in the 13th century, this land was already
developing under the rules of new conquerors and the old habits of the Muscovites. In the
15th century the Muscovites defeated the Golden Horde of the Mongols and then ruled
independently in their land.
In the end of 17th century, the Muscovites captured Rus-Ukraine. This led to a rise in
Moscow's economy, culture, and public administration, as administrative positions were
now dominated by Ukrainian people from developed territories with long traditions. In the
future, all the development of Muscovy after the conquest of Rus-Ukraine was due to the
direct exploitation of Rus-Ukrainians; in particular, this is described in a book: Ivan
Ohienko, Ukrainian Culture (1918).
After 1991, the Muscovites were left alone. They lost their bearings – the guiding
Communist Party was already absent, their own criminal clans were formed in the ruling
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elite, the people as a whole were left to fend for themselves. Their history, written 300200 years ago, is completely false. There are no real heroes and moral values. There are
no more Ukrainians with them who would guide them and keep them from moral decline.
As ties with Ukraine were lost, the Muscovites began to rely on a fairy tale invented by
their emperors in the 18th and 19th centuries, according to which they are a superior race
on a global scale. As a result, in 30 years their society has come close to what Sigismund
von Herberstein described in 1549. The country has no traditions that would stimulate its
development. On this vast territory, a new generation of young people has already been
born without motives for self-development, living without guidelines and under the
influence of daily propaganda of hostility to the outside world.
Leading Muscovite writers and cultural figures of the 19th and 20th centuries noted
that Muscovites themselves were extremely rude, deceitful, and prone to destruction.

Picture from Muscovy of March 2022:
“We are even ready to die to help Putin”
Of course, in every nation there are at least a few per cent of intelligent people; but
in the case of the Muscovites, the number of people with a destroyed mentality is too
great. Indeed, in our days up to 80% of Muscovites support their war in Ukraine and more
than 70% want to fight against the European Union. On Russian social networks, they call
on their army to destroy everything in Ukraine and ruthlessly kill all Ukrainians.
Western countries made many serious mistakes during the collapse of the USSR. First
of all they did not take into account the important role of Ukraine in the life of Muscovy
and they did not pay the necessary attention to the development of Ukraine. Of course,
Ukraine could not be deprived of nuclear weapons in 1994. That was a huge mistake of the
Western world. It was necessary to act on the contrary – to consider Ukraine as a
completely equal country with Muscovy and further invest heavily in its development and
transformation into a fully democratic state. In turn, this would have a positive effect on
the democratisation of Muscovy itself. The western countries had to strictly control the
reforms in Ukraine in the sphere of state development and in no case should it be forced
to reduce the Ukrainian army. But western officials (in particular from the USA) who came
to Kyiv in 1990-1991 directly said that they were not interested in us, Ukrainians, and
considered us as a black hole between the western world and Russia. Thus, Ukraine, as the
cradle of world civilisation, was thrown into the backyard of global development.
Is it possible to change the situation and how to do it? The answer is quite obvious –
Ukraine needs help in all its serious troubles in which it finds itself. After all, scientific
research shows that everything is interconnected through Space that provides
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communication between us at the field level. Absolutely all events on our planet are
interconnected. Ukraine is the holder of the roots of world civilization and therefore must
be protected by all civilized countries. Methods of support can be completely different –
both in the form of state aid and private initiatives. Democracy in Ukraine, as a basis for
sustainable development, must be saved.
In order to stop Russia's attack on Ukraine, it is necessary to go beyond purely
materialist views and adopt knowledge from the field structure of the world. Maps of
Ukraine for 1919 show that the eastern border was significantly shifted to the east
compared to today and the border completely covered all ethnic lands of Ukraine. In fact,
the territory of Ukraine reached the Don River, behind which the so-called Russia (i.e.,
Muscovy) had already begun. The Don River used to be the border between Europe and
Asia.

Map of Ukraine in 1919.

The communist Soviet government barbarically separated a large part of Ukrainians
from Ukraine and assigned them to Muscovy, where Ukrainians were deprived of the
opportunity to study in their native language and be called Ukrainians – all of them
recorded as Russians (i.e., Muscovites). Also, the Russians for some reason shifted the
geographical border between Europe and Asia to the Volga River. This border is not true.
Eastern Slavs reached the Don River and onwards they, as Europeans, did not build their
settlements because those lands already belonged to other non-European peoples.
Therefore, it is obvious that the Slavic lands inhabited by Slavs should be ceded to
Ukraine. Muscovites, as the generalized name of all Finno-Ugric peoples, must go to their
lands beyond the Don River, move away from the Black and Azov Seas, and return the
Kuban to Ukraine. The eviction of a large number of Muscovites from these lands beyond
the Don River is also quite acceptable.
The geographical border between Europe and Asia should run along the Don River.
After all, it was the same in previous centuries and such boundary is the natural dividing
line between European and Asian races.
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It is also important that Russia begin to study its true history. After all, for 300 years
they have been instilling to themselves and the world a fake that they come from Kyiv,
from ancient Rus. That is why it is strange for them to look at Kyiv inhabited by some
strangers, Ukrainians; according to their propaganda, this is their land, the land of the
Russians! Instead of such a falsehood already introduced into academic rank, they must
finally turn to their real history, to the nationalities of which the Russian Federation is
composed: Merya, Mordva, Meshchera, Moksha, Erzya and so on, and also Tatars. There
are about 160 non-Slavic nationalities in total in modern Russia and there is no Slavic
‘Russian Federal Republic’!!
In the nearest future negotiations between Ukraine and its civilized allies with Russia,
it is important to give all peoples the opportunity to express themselves about how they
see their future, within what limits they see their borders. After all, many countries in the
past have suffered from the aggressive actions of Russia. Therefore, different countries
need to express their views on their historical borders. After that, an international congress
is to take place, at which the borders on a large part of the planet adjacent to Muscovy
must be finally determined. The result should be recorded in a general declaration, which
should replace the outdated Helsinki Declaration on Security and Co-operation of 1975. It
must be recalled that after the collapse of the inviolable USSR, many new countries were
formed and their views on borders were not considered. Then all the countries that sign
this declaration automatically become guarantors of peace in this environment. Any armed
conflict between two or a group of signatory countries must be settled by all those
countries which signed up to this Universal Declaration.
The countries that sign the Universal Declaration must change the aggressive
misanthropic nature of Russia (i.e. Muscovy), whose society is still in a savage state
millennia ago. Russia must be deprived of all offensive weapons, namely: nuclear weapons,
long-range and medium-range missiles, tanks, chemical weapons, biological weapons.
Countries that have signed the Universal Declaration must join in carrying out educational
work among Muscovites and converting them to civilization (study of true history,
elements of their cultures and languages, respect for man, etc.). If desired, Muscovy can
be divided into several separate countries of course. It is possible that such an activity will
take many years, maybe three generations or so. Such actions are absolutely necessary
and cannot be postponed, because today’s Muscovy community is extremely dangerous
and can destroy the entire planet.
And finally, the Russians (that is, the Muscovites) must return to their country the
real name – Muscovy.
Volodymyr Krasnoholovets, PhD., Kyiv
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